biological data interpretation. 48 49 Introduction 5 procedures [7, 18] . The performance of PIC relies on three basic assumptions: a correct 73 tree topology; accurate branch lengths; and trait evolution following a Brownian model 74 (where trait variance accrues as a linear function of time) [12] [13] [14] [15] [18] [19] [20] . If any of these 75 assumptions is incorrect, this can lead to incorrect interpretation of results. This is 76 probably why the application of such phylogenetic methods is still limited, and debated 77 even after being introduced about three decades ago [12, 13, 15, 18, 19] . Dunn et al. [7] 78 took an innovative approach in applying PIC to compare the divergence rates between 79 two different events ("speciation" and "duplication") to test the ortholog conjecture. 80
However, such an application might be problematic since the time of occurrence of gene 81 duplication, one of the two types of events compared, is unknowable by external 82 information (e.g. no fossil evidence). Therefore, further study is required to understand 83 why Dunn et al. [7] obtained results which are inconsistent with most studies by using the 84 phylogenetic method. It is possible that all the conclusions drawn by previous studies on 85 gene duplication are incorrect due to overlooking phylogenetic tree structure. If so, it 86 should be well supported. 87
We re-examined the data of Dunn et al., after reproducing it using the resources and 88 scripts provided by the authors [7] . Our reanalysis highlights potential problems 89 associated with phylogenetic independent contrasts when applied to the impact of gene 90 duplication. Finally, with proper controls, the phylogenetic method supports the ortholog 91 conjecture. 92 93 6
Results

94
Issues with naive use of Phylogenetic Independent Contrasts (PICs) 95
To understand their results, we first reanalyzed the data of Dunn et al. [7] . We were able 96 to reproduce all the results published in their article by running the code, which they 97 clearly supplied. Dunn et al. reported a non-significant result for the PIC under the null 98 simulations, using a Wilcoxon one-tailed rank test to check if the contrasts of duplication 99 events are higher than the contrasts of speciation events (P = 1). Surprisingly, the PIC 100 rejects the null hypothesis on the null simulations with a Wilcoxon two-tailed rank test 101 ( Fig 1A) , with significant support for higher contrasts after speciation than duplication. 102
This was robust to repeating the simulations with different random seed numbers (data 103 not shown). This indicates that neither of the methods, PIC or pairwise, worked properly 104 for these calibrated trees, since both reject the null when simulations are performed under 105 the null. only 2082 out of 8520 calibrated trees with strong phylogenetic signal. Using a cut-off of 133 P < 0.05 on this K statistic leads to 2896 trees, which produce similar results (data not 134 shown) to that set of 2082 trees. We continued analyses with the 2082 trees of Dunn et al. 135
[7] for consistency. In any case, it is notable that trait ( ) values are independent of 136 phylogeny for the majority of the gene trees. For these 5624 trees, the use of PIC to 137 produce statistically independent data points might not be necessary. Moreover, it can be 138 misleading if the contrasts are not checked for adequate standardization as per BM after 139 applying PIC (discussed later). The phylogenetic method still rejects the null hypothesis 140 under null simulations for those 2082 trees ( Fig 1B) , showing that the problem is not 141 simply due to low phylogenetic signal. calibration was at 296 My. All other calibrated nodes were duplication nodes, leading to 144 ~652 unique duplication time points for the 8520 calibrated trees [7] . Out of these, 359 145 time points preceded the oldest speciation node age. Surprisingly, the calibrated node age 146 of the oldest duplication event was found to be 11799977 My, that is, 2600 times older 147 than the Earth. This is indicative of the difficulty of estimating the age of ancient 148 duplications by phylogenetic methods. Those 359 high duplication node ages eventually 149 led to much larger expected variances for gene duplication events (median expected 150 variance for duplication events preceding the oldest speciation events: 828, median 151 expected variance for speciation events: 184). This explains why the mean paralog 152 distance was ~5.6 times higher than that of the mean ortholog distance (S2A Fig) . This 153 data distribution also makes it appear as if no speciation happened before 296 My, a 154 problem shared with the pairwise analysis of the same data [6] . There are also branch 155 length issues for duplication events younger than the oldest speciation events, including 156 very short branches and negative branch lengths. All this led to obtain abnormally high 157 duplication contrasts for the empirical data. To limit such problems, Dunn et al.
[7] 158 removed node contrasts higher than 0.5 on the empirical data (this does not impact Fig 1,  159 as the simulation data never has such high contrasts). Following this practice, there are 160 still higher expected variances following gene duplication events (S2A and S2B Figs). In 161 the null simulations only the values are simulated, while the branch lengths (hence the 162 variances) are taken from the empirical data, and thus share its biases. This explains why 163 contrasts are lower for duplications than for speciations under null simulations as well as 164 with empirical data. 165 166
Randomization tests to assess the performance of phylogenetic method 167
We used randomization tests to assess whether the results of different analyses of the 168 empirical dataset are reliable and unbiased. In a first randomization test, we randomized 169 the trait values (i.e. randomly permuting the values) across the tips of each tree without 170 altering the node events of the trees. We then computed the contrasts for the speciation 171 and duplication events of the trees when there is no relation between trait values and 172 phylogenetic relationships. When we compared the nodes contrasts of speciation and 173 duplication events of these randomized trees (Fig 2A) , we found the same pattern as 174 reported for the empirical gene trees by Dunn et al. [7] . This shows that the PIC applied 175 to these data is not measuring phenotypic evolution. It confirms that results are driven by 176 their large differences in branch lengths (i.e. in expected variances) ( Fig 2B) , as on 177 simulated null data. Any effect of trait divergence rates of speciation and duplication 178 events is masked by this branch length difference. This violates the basic assumption of 179 applicability of the PIC method to Brownian trait evolution. To remove the problem of 180 difference in expected variances of the two events, we performed a second randomization 181 test: we kept the original value for tips but randomly shuffled the events (duplication or 182 speciation) of internal nodes of the empirical gene trees to maintain the original 183
proportions of speciation and duplication events. The resulting trend ( Fig 2C) still 184 resembled the empirical gene trees data of Dunn et al. [7] . This appears due to the fact 185 that the majority of the tree events are speciation events ( Fig 2D) with speciation node 186 ages ≤ 296 My. Most of the trees with many duplication events on the other hand have 187 ancient duplication events (duplication node age > 296 My) for which the evolutionary 188 rates of duplication are often masked by the effect of longer branch lengths. Hence, 189 opposite to our expectation, the calibrated trees with no or few duplications have higher 190 overall nodes contrast (apparent rapid evolution) than trees with many duplications 191 (apparent slow evolution). This might be due to greater difficulty in detecting paralogs 192 for fast evolving genes. Therefore, reshuffling of the events may not change the observed 193 pattern of higher speciation than duplication contrasts. Out of 8520 calibrated trees, 2990 were species-only trees with no duplication event. For 208 these 2990 trees, random shuffling of events had no impact. To avoid this bias, we 209 removed those 2990 speciation trees as well as trees with negative branch lengths, and 210 randomized the trait or the internal node events 100 times on the remaining 5479 trees. 211
However, we still always obtained significantly higher contrasts of speciation than of 212 branch length assumption of PIC applicability on trees with gene duplications, we used 226 13 limitations of node age on gene duplication. It is necessary to put such a limitation to 227 avoid biases due to inaccurate calibration of very old duplication nodes. Analyses on 228 these 2545 trees, with a node age limit of 296 My (i.e. node age ≤ maximum speciation 229 age), provided support for the ortholog conjecture (Fig 3) , in contrast to previous results. 230
We repeated the analysis including slightly older duplication events (duplication age ≤ 231 370 My, i.e. maximum 25% older than the oldest speciation). We still were able to detect 232 higher contrasts for duplication than for speciation (Fig 3) . Randomization tests on these 233 To avoid calibration bias of older duplication events, we also considered a more restricted 249 set of 806 trees passing more strict conditions (S4 Fig), i.e. BM trees in which there is at 250 least one duplication, and a speciation event older than all duplications. Calibration bias 251 for duplication events is expected to be very limited for such trees. Support for the 252 ortholog conjecture still holds with these 806 trees ( Fig 4A) . Randomization tests on 253 these 806 trees also support the biological relevance of these results (Figs 4B and 4C) . 254
These observations confirm that the ortholog conjecture is supported for adequately 255 standardized BM trees. The proportions of speciation (median = 0.62), and NA events (median = 0.2) are much 266 higher than that of duplication events (median = 0.14) in these trees (S7 Fig). Hence, 267
higher duplication contrasts are more likely to be replaced by speciation events by 268 permutations of events. Due to this reason, we found greater shifts towards left in the 269 main plot of C, and towards P value 1 in the inset plot of C to depict larger contrasts for 270 speciation events. Comparisons of plot A to plot B, and plot A to plot C show that 271 randomization results in both the cases actually differ from the empirical result. two-tailed test on those 3151 trees provided similar results to the 8520 calibrated trees, 282
i.e. higher τ evolution for orthologs than for paralogs (PIC speciation = 0.0063, PIC duplication = 283 0.0059, P = 4.68e -03 ). A similar trend was observed for the recent duplicates (node age ≤ 284 . We find that branch length 314 calibration is mostly inaccurate for old duplication events (duplication events prior to the 315 oldest speciation event in the data) (S1 Fig) . Use of such node contrasts causes a strong 316 rise in expected variance for duplication events compared to the speciation events (S2 317 Fig) . This may bring about lack of statistical power to detect the signal of ortholog 318 conjecture, when in reality the signal is present, and even bias towards a pseudo-signal. 319
As a remedial measure, we limited our analysis to the trees for which Brownian motion 320 of trait evolution has been identified with the aid of standard diagnostic plot tests [13-15, 321
18-20]. To remove issues with branch length inaccuracies for older duplication events, 322
we used limitation of node ages for duplication events. Using all such measures to control 323 for biases, we found support for the ortholog conjecture (Figs 3 and 4A) . The reliability 324 of our inference was validated by two different randomization tests, which confirmed the 325 fact that our result was not due to biases in the data or analysis (S5A-S5D Figs, Figs 4B  326 and 4C). to rule out significant departure from BM for each tree individually at 95% confidence 339 level. In contrast, Dunn et al. [7] used both BM and OU as null models for each tree, leading them to identify "BM trees" for which the two models were equally good fits. 341
These do not appear to be proper BM trees according to several observations, since 342 duplication contrasts increased with node age (S8A Fig). Moreover, the inferences based 343 on such trees with empirical data were not different from that based on randomized trees 344 (S8B and S8C Figs). When we applied diagnostic tests on those 3151 "BM trees", 734 345 trees failed the diagnostic tests, and rest of the trees provided support for the ortholog 346 conjecture (S9 Fig) . 347
Empirical support for the ortholog conjecture has been mixed, with most studies 348 supporting, and a few failing to do so [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , our results provided support for the ortholog 349 conjecture using large-scale genome wide tissue specificity data in a phylogenetic 350 framework after controlling for bias. Due to lack of detailed functional information, many 351 studies are still limited to gene expression data as a proxy of function. Recently, using 352 functional replaceability assay, experimental studies [41, 42] have shown that 353 orthologous genes can be swapped between essential yeast genes and human, although 354 this is rarely the case for all the members of expanded human gene families [42] , 355 validating one prediction of the ortholog conjecture. 356
These analyses are mainly based on gene trees dominated by small scale duplication 357 events. In these trees, the age of the same duplication clade is never fixed. Use of time 358 calibrated whole genome duplication trees could be beneficial in this regard. Since the 359 approximate time period of whole genome duplications are known, we can test the 360 hypothesis more conveniently by avoiding use of any node age limits on whole genome 361 duplication events for those trees. consuming, so we made a separate script "Premanuscript_run_TM.R" to run before 380 knitting the markdown file. We stored the outputs in "Data_TMRR.rda" file 381 (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3354285) and loaded it during our analyses. All the 382 details of different functions were provided inside the script. We supply all the previously 383 stored data (to reduce computation time during reproduction of result) and function files 384 22 including our own ("function_TM_new.R") with this manuscript. All scripts are available 385 
Randomization test of values 392
For each tree, we used data (column name "Tau" in each tree 'data' object) across the 393 tips to carry out our randomization test. To randomize we permuted the actual data 394 without altering internal node events. The pic() function of the "ape" package [60] was 395 used to compute PIC of nodes for each tree using permuted of tips. For each run, we 396 compared the contrasts of speciation and duplication events of the whole set of 397 randomized trees to estimate difference in event contrasts based on Wilcoxon signed rank 398 test. For 100 or 1000 runs, we repeated the above process 100 or 1000 times to obtain a 399 distribution plot of 100 or 1000 independent P values. 400
Randomization test of internal node events 401
Some of the speciation nodes had daughters with same clade names in the gene trees we 402 used for our study. Dunn et al. changed such node events to "NA" to avoid problems 403 during time calibration of the trees. Such annotated node event information ("Speciation", 404 "Duplication", "NA") for each tree was available as "Event" in the tree 'data' slot. To 405 randomize, we permuted the internal node events (added as column name "event_new" in 406 the 'data' slot) by maintaining the actual proportion of events for each tree. Then, we 407 used the PIC of actual at tips to estimate contrasts difference between newly assigned 408 speciation and duplication node events by Wilcoxon rank tests. For 100 or 1000 409 independent runs, we repeated the same procedure to obtain 100 or 1000 independent P 410 values. reported to be a reliable indicator of deviation from the Brownian model [19] . Hence, we 426 computed node height for each node in a tree using the ape package [60] . We also used 427 the correlations of node height and node depth to the absolute value of nodes contrasts to 428 24 rule out significant trend in any of the 4 tests. We used P < 0.05 to assess a significant 429 correlation for the diagnostic plot tests. A significant trend (positive or negative) reliably 430 indicates a deviation from the BM of trait evolution for that tree [13-15, 18-20], and we 431 removed those trees from our analysis. Contrast calculation on negative branch lengths is 432 not desirable, so we removed trees with negative branch lengths before applying the 433 crunch() function. Trees passing all 4 diagnostic tests were considered as BM trees for 434 our study. 435 436 Acknowledgements
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